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03 JAN -9 PH 12: 53 

A.P.C.D. Januaf)' 8, 2003 

Ventura County Air Pollution Control District 
669 County Square Drive 
Ventura, CA 93003 
Attn: Mr. Lyle Olson 

Re: Written follow-up notilication of 'breakdoM1' occurrences on 1/5/03 & 1/6/03 

Mr. Olson: 

TI1e following information is being provided as a written report follow-up to the 'brcakdo"'n' OCC"TT"ri,..,..s 
related to our AJzeta voe thermal oxidizer on J/5/03 and 1/6/03. The incidents took place at the Xf'l Cc 
- Newbury Park faciht)- · Pemut to Operale No 1D<i1 llie Distnct was notified of each incident via u1t 
'Breakdown Hotline. 805 654-2797. This writlen report is being provided and is formatted according lo the 
requirements as specified in Rule 32 D 

Incident# 1 
Date or Occurrence: 1/5/0J 

Time Of Occurrence: 5·16 am 

Details: The AlLeta thermal oxidl/.er experienced an unexpected shut-down at 5: 16 a rn According to 
established protocol, key personnel were immediately notified and responded v.1thm minutes of the e\'ent. 
ll1e Alzeta thermal oxidizer was restored to normal operation at approximately S-21 a.m (5 minutes) Loss 
of temperature did not occur and is not indicated on the chart record. However. the system v.·as in by-pass 
mode for the duration of the downtime. 

Specific Reason For Outage: The route cause is yet undetermined but is thought to be electrical in nature. 

Correcth·e Actions: The Facilities Dept. is currently investigating possible electrical issues both internal to 
the tool and supplied to the plant. Appropriate actions will be taken based on these findings in an effort to 
make the system more robust. 

Estimated Emissions: The overall downtime was approx.imately 5 minutes. Notifications for shut-down 
were made but, given the short duralJon of the outage, it is likely not all processes had been shut-down by 
the time the YOC system was restored to normal operntion. For this reason, a worst case scenario of 5 
minutes (no treatment) was used to calculate emissions. Based on Potential to Emit values, building 1N 7 

(1'£{ r~;1fs/15T 9-) solvent usage less allowable deductions for waste capture efficiencies is 117,409 lbs.I) r. 

117,409 lbs ROC / 365 days per year/ I 440 minutes per day * 5 minutes= I. I lbs. ROC emitted. 

Pictures (if a,·ailable): No pictures were available nor would they be of value regarding this incident. 
-----------------------·--~-~-------------------- ------------------------------------

Incident# 2 
Date Of Occurrence: I/6/{JJ 

Newbury Park CA 91320 USA 

https://oxidl/.er


---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Time Of Occurrence: 5·37 a.m 

Details: The Alzeta thermal oxidizer experienced an unexpected shut--down at 5.37 a 111. According to 
established protocol, key personnel were immediately nolificd and responded within minutes or the event 
The Alzeta thcrmaJ oxidizer was restored to normaJ operation al approximately 5:41 a.m. (4 minules). Loss 
of tempernture did not occur and is not indicated on the chart record. However, the system was in by-pass 
mode for the duration of the downtime. 

Specific Reason l<'or Outage: The route cause is yet undetcmtined but is thought to be electrical in nature. 

Corrective Actions: The Facilities Dept is currently investigating possible electrical issues both internal to 
the tool and supplied to the plant. Appropriate actions will be taken based on these findings in an effort to 
make the system more robust. 

Estimated Emissions: TI1e overall dov.nlime was approximately 4 minutes. Notifications for shut--down 
were made but given the short duration of the outage, it is likely not all processes had been shut-down by 
the time the VOC syslem was restored to nom1al operation. For this reason, a worst case scenario of 4 
minutes (no treatment) was used to calculate emissions. Based on Potential to Emit values, buildinE c)t•·1 
J 21 f",11.rlif"SsSt;solvent usage less allowable deductions for waste capture efficiencies is 117,409 lbs /yr. 

117.409 lbs ROC / 365 days per year/ 1440 minutes per day* 4 minutes= 0.9 lbs. ROC emitted. 

Pictures (if available): No pictures ,,ere a\"ailable nor would they be of value regarding th.is incident 

Incident# 3 
Date Of Occurrence: I/6/03 

Time Of Occurrence: 11.42 p.m. 

Details: The Alzcta thermal oxidizer experienced an unexpected shut•down at I I :42 p.m. According to 
cslablished protocol. key personnel were immediately notified and responded within minutes of the event 
TI1e Alzcta thermal oxidizer was restored to nonnal operntion at approximately 12:28 am on l/7/03 (46 
minutes). When called into the VCAPCD Breakdown Holline, this incident was reported as occumng on 
1/7/03. It actually began late on 1/6/03 and continued into early a.m. on I/7/03. 

Specific Reason For Outage: The facility at 31-1 Fl)f/.fl.a'Jr Dr. experienced an intemtption in supplied 
power to the site. The loss of power caused the VOC system, and production processes in the fab, to be 
shut--down. 

Corrective Actions: Though power interruptions are difficult to protect against, it is possible that the prior 
two mcidents were the result of very small interruptions or variations in the supplied power to the system_ 
Though no specific corrective action is required regarding an intermption of supplied power to the site, tl1e 
quality of supplied power is being analyzed to determine if it may be a common route cause for all three 
outages reported in this report Appropnate corrective actions \vill be taken based on the findings of this 
analysis. 

Estimated Emissions: Because the intemiption in power affected the entire facility at .12.1 F'~ s?.t-S.T 
Dr, manufacturing processes were taken down with the VOC them1al oxidizer. Because ofUus_ emissions 
from the outage are estimated as negligible. 

Pictures (if available): No pictures were available nor would they be of value regarding this incident. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at , ';f OS & tf s-1q.uo 

Thank you: 

/111h' OA {, li;O 
XV 7.- c..•MPl!flT 

J2- i r" l<f/.1!5, lb t?./nfl" 5Tfl.&c'T 
N1flV/JiJ11.'{ Pllf!,k, tcA CfZ..~Lot 

Attch· 
Copy - VOC Chart Records 
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